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Details Item type: For sale
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Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 210QB, Jayco Jay Flight SLX travel trailer 210QB
highlights: Dual Bedroom Wardrobes Three Burner Cooktop Full Bath Booth
Dinette Camping in the woods is just what the doctor ordered and this trailer will
provide all the interior comforts you need! There is a three burner cooktop and a
microwave oven to prepare meals each day, plus an 8 cu. ft. 12V refrigerator for
cold items. After your meal is made, you can dine at the booth dinette or relax on
the jack-knife sofa, and these areas can become sleeping space for two to three
guests at night. The full bath with a tub/shower means you won't have to use the
camp's facilities and the 16' power awning will provide protection from the sun as
you visit with other campers! The Jayco Jay Flight SLX travel trailer is quite easy
to own because it is lightweight, and it comes with a single axle. Built on a fully
integrated A-frame with galvanized-steel, impact-resistant wheel wells, the Jay
Flight SLX has quality at its very foundation. That quality continues on to the
electric self-adjusting brakes, easy-lube hubs, Magnum Truss roof system, and LP
quick connect. Some of what the mandatory Customer Value Package includes
backup camera prep, Keyed-Alike entry and baggage doors, marine grade exterior
speakers, and an on-demand tankless water heater. The optional STX Edition for
Indiana built units only and the optional Baja Package built for Idaho unit only
includes Goodyear off-road tires, an enclosed underbelly, a deluxe graphics
package, and a wide-stance axle to name a few features.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T81949
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BL2R1YZ0614
Condition: New
Length: 25
GVW: 5500
Sleeps: 6

Item address Concord, North Carolina, United States
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